
  

Nav Bhandari (Model & Actor)  
PROFILE OVERVIEW  
 

Nav Bhandari from Grade- 8F has been selected as Jainite of the month for March month for his 

outstanding performance. 

 

 I have worked as a model for ICC and the 

exposure I have gained by having 

advertisements screened on television 

which is a unique accomplishment.  

 This experience has allowed me to reach 

a broader audience and showcases my 

versatility. The pride that I felt by earning 

for the first time was immense! 

 

 School wide Art   Contest: I participated in a 

school wide art competition in Bangalore, 

competing against numerous schools. 

 Semi-Final Qualification:  Achieved a 

remarkable feat by qualifying for the semi-

finals, demonstrating the artistic talent that 

stood out in a competitive environment. 

 I   have completed approximately 18 

sketchbooks and 2 major favorite books of 

mine. 

 Being elected as the Junior School Head 

Boy is a testament to my leadership 

qualities and the trust 

 placed in me by my peers and educators. 

I take pride in this role, which allows me 

to make a positive impact on my school 

community. 



  

 Munning is my passion, it has helped me in honing 

my diplomatic and negotiating skills. 

 JNMUN 6.0 

 JNMUN 7.0 (Commendable Delegate) 

 SPS MUN (Best Delegate) 

 PECON (Special Mention); 

 It was an international-level university MUN, 

distinguishing myself even in a senior-level 

environment, amongst 1st and 2nd year college 

students.  

 CISMUN (honorable delegate) 

 Prepared for 2 MUNS but was unable to 

participate, DNMUN and JIRS MUN 

 

  

 Leading an under-14 basketball team as their future captain demonstrates my strong 

sportsmanship and leadership on the court. I value the opportunity to work together as a 

team and lead each of us to success and victory. I have played in the team for both my club 

“Beagles” and our school. 

 I have participated in the greenfield public school competition with several other potential 

and well-trained teams across Bangalore. 

  

 I have participated in all CCA’S until now, winning and categorizing myself in most of them, 

for example, the debate competition on “plastic- boon or curse?” in which I got first place 

and several others in which the remarks haven’t been released yet. 

 Keeping aside all of this I have also shown my capabilities as a student possessing 

leadership qualities, getting to serve as the first class representative of class 8F! 

 I had also been selected to visit Visvesvaraya museum twice! For exploring many scientific 

facts and amazing discoveries. 


